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About This Game

Fight till the last drop

Coffence is a fast-paced blend of fighting games and twin stick shooters with a dash of caffeine. Coffee is literally your health
bar and every hit ejects the precious liquid up in the air for anyone to take. Experience dramatic reversals and tense stand-offs

as you fight to the last drop with up to four players.

Features

Experience a new way to play: Twin-stick fighting! Aim your strikes with unparalleled precision with the right joystick.

Coffee is your life. Every strike you receive ejects the precious liquid upward allowing any fighter to grab it with his
cup. Save yourself from the brink of defeat in one swift scoop or sacrifice a drop of your coffee to trigger a powerful
COFFEE BREAK.

Challenge your friends to online duels and prove you’re the cream of the crop.

Delve deep in Coffence's strange lore with story mode to add new cups to your collection and unlock a secret character.
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Choose from a wide arsenal of cups from the lightning fast espresso cup to the massive coffee pot, each offering their
own strengths and weaknesses.

Fight to the last drop with up to 4 players in a variety of exotic locations ranging from office buildings to pirate ships
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Title: Coffence
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Sweet Bandits Studios
Publisher:
Sweet Bandits Studios
Release Date: 25 Oct, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Core I5

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 1 GB ATI Radeon HD 6950, 1GB NVIDIA GeForce GTX 560 or better

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 10 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card

Additional Notes: Gamepad Required

English
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To be quite honest, I didn't notice the story mode at the beginning, I just thought that the game was all about "mindless running"
as the title says. Well, not quite so mindless, considering that you actually fetch some steaks throughout the way. Anyway, so I
kept on playing, and after a while, I thought to myself that this game was some kind of poor excuse to make people go berserk,
considering that some patterns along the way can really drive you insane. Not only that, but the song playing in the background
gets very annoying after a while. I was literally asking myself, why in the world, there was only one song available. So, after all
the struggle to reach the necessary 10.000 points to unlock the achievement, I've checked what else was missing, and finally
discovered the story mode. Now, all the headache that I had to go through while I was trying to get to the 10.000 points, made
the story mode look like a cake walk. Nonetheless, the point is that this game actually surprised me by throwing some other
different songs and some other things (I'd rather not give away spoilers). Overall, the price is quite affordable, it's really good to
kill some time and I believe that you can also unlock all achievements without raging too much, so I surely recommend it.. Well
it gets boring pretty quickly and is set out for more like a browser game. But the soundtracks are pretty cool!. 
HELLDIVERS\u2122 - Pistols Perk Pack

"it goes as a perk. and no one would trade any perk for a pistol."

"Pistol pack simply does not worth it. It goes as Perk, so occupies an important slot without bringing anything of value to the
table. 2 weapons you can have more than covers any need you might have vs certain targets, while perk pistols aint that good
at any given task."

You all are wrong!
Pistols Perk DLC was added after release of Helldivers it means that adding pistol slot would require new mechanics and a
lot of coding while the game was finished.

Pistols fits well as a perk because:

 It's way more powerful than most of the primary weapons

 Its only one-handed

 It don't take 3rd slot for heavy weapons

P-6 \u2018Gunslinger\u2019 - Probably the best weapon in the entire game, HEAVY AT bullets that can kill
everything but tanks and bug behemoths, every patrol and light-medium armored enemies are dying immediately. A
revolver can even damage bosses.
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With this little beast with full squad we managed to get 1000 kills on the 12 Helldive Cyborg RS (Proof on my profile
somewhere in the screenshot section)

PLAS-3 \u2018Singe\u2019 - Another underrated pistol, great to deal with enemies in groups, better than the most of
primary weapons, somehow can kill the warlords even when it requires AT weapons to kill them.

\u2018Pyro\u2019 - UGH, EWW.... Yeah, this one is a really bad one.... very weak range and damage, not
recommended to take even on small difficulties.

Don't listen to other negative reviews, they can't handle it takes perk slot, that's the only reason they got.. If you like
off roading and rock crawling in 4lo and both axles locked this is a great game to kill the off-road bug when you
can't get out there for real! Adjust/change tire pressure, ride height, spring tension, tire size/tread, 4hi, 4lo, lock
diffs. Choose the correct line and approach to get over obstacles. If that don't work you got a winch too!. Community
is so dead you have to have a team of your friends to not be the only human in a match.. I do not listen rap.
But I am the biggest fan of Mc♥♥♥♥er now.. So far its aa really fun and enjoyable mega-man styled game. I saw a
few reviews complaing about minor first release bugs, but if you ask me the game is polished and pretty damn
impressive overall. With all the megaman nostalgia lately and a certain kickstarter that has thus far failed to deliver
anything respectable its nice to see a fresh new game carying the torch.
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I was super excited for Drawful 2, and it delievered on its promises! This is the sequel to the original Drawful which was part of
the first Jackbox Games collection. This is a great standalone version that expands a bit on the original. They added some
features that make it worth the price. For ten bucks, this is a pretty good deal. I would recomend it to anyone that enjoys game
night with friends and/or family, or likes to twitch stream to a big audience.

The game is super simple and easy to pick up, and anyone can play since pretty much everyone has a device that can connect to
the internet. I love the new option to create your own 'episodes'. It turns it into a more personalized experience with inside jokes
and references maybe you and your friends would only understand. Makes for a really great time.

I love that you now have two colors to work with. You cant erase, which makes the game that much more rediculous. The
music, sounds, and voice acting is great. Pretty much everything is spot on. Big fan of the Jackbox games and this is a good one
to add to the collection.

TL;DR: It's drawful but better and more of it, it's worth the small price tag.. I am shocked with the end!!! Didn\u2019t imagine
this!. If you like challenging games that you can play in short bursts than you'll probably enjoy this game.. I have a true story:
My family moved to a new house and we wouldn't be getting internet up for a week... and well I was a teenager with ya know,
raging hormones. Well this game's CD had a pin up girl on it and.... I was desperate.... you can infer the rest. This game took my
virginity.. I watch people play Kerbal and laugh when it goes wrong. I have tried playing it, but I found it hard to understand.
When I saw Satellite Command on Steam for £6.99, a dramatically lower price that Kerbal, I was taken by how visually stunning
it is. I decided to purchase it and give it a try, I found that it is not as complicated as Kerbal and focuses on Earth orbit. I also
found myself playing for what I thought was half an hour but was actually a couple of hours. I found it easy going, so I could
play at my own pace and also informative. It is a nice zone out game, but the tutorial needs some work (which the developer
acknowledges and are working on).. Thisa is a very good game and fun to learn how to play. Good opportunity for younger
people to learn how to manage resources.. doesnt work.
. dis good game. Could be a good game. Needs work.. I can't stop playing this game!!! I only wish I knew how to (if it is
possible) get the Jacksepticeye character. That would be fun!
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